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Healthy Pet Adds More Innovation and a Softer Step to ökocat™ Natural Cat 
Litters 

New ökocat™ Soft Step™ Natural Wood Clumping Cat Litter offers softer alternative 
for sensitive cats 

Ferndale, WA – (July 1, 2015) Building upon the wildly successful 2014 launch of 
ökocat™ natural litters, Healthy Pet is thrilled to showcase the newest innovation to 
this natural line at Global Pet Expo 2015.  ökocat™ Soft Step™ Natural Wood 
Clumping Cat Litter, will expand upon the inventive and extremely popular ökocat™ 
Natural Cat Litters, providing a high level of performance that promotes the well-
being of cats and the people that love 
them.  

ökocat™ Soft Step™ will be the fifth 
formula in the ökocat™ natural litter 
collection, made of extra lightweight, fine 
wood granules that are softer on cats paws 
than other naturals, which is an issue for 
the discerning cat. ökocat™ Soft Step™ is 
a high performance clumping litter, ideal 
for declawed cats, seniors, kittens, and a 
great choice for those concerned about the 
transitioning to a natural litter since it feels 
close to traditional clay litter but without 
the scents, chemicals and dust of clays.  

Sleek, modern, and progressive, ökocat™ Natural Litter formulas have been ranked  
#1 in Europe for over decade as the CATS BEST brand. Making these premium 
products available in the U.S. has, not only changed the look of cat litter, but has 
elevated performance expectations for naturals as well. 

“With more than 90MM cats owned in the U.S., developing Soft Step™ was based on 
our continuous pursuit of addressing yet another set of unique needs of cats, as well 
as supporting households that prefer eco-responsible, chemical free products to 
make their home a healthier, safer place for all.  With the launch of our new Soft 
Step formula, ökocat™ continues to separate itself from the competition, offering 
natural, high performing, unique litter choices for today’s cats, and their owners.” 
states Jane Wasley, Brand Manager at Healthy Pet. 

Thoughtfully formulated in 5 distinct varieties, ökocat™ continuously delivers 
premium quality all-natural litters to meet the needs of cats and owners alike.  

ökocat™ Soft Step™ Natural Wood Clumping Cat Litter- This newly formulated 
litter has a uniquely similar texture to that of traditional clay litters, making it the 
easiest transition for your cat when switching to natural. Available April 2015, Soft 
Step™ will come in 3 convenient sizes, affordably priced at $8.99, $13.99, and 
$19.99.  

This new ökocat Soft Step formula joins the 4 existing natural solutions from ökocat: 

• ökocat Natural Wood Clumping Litter  
• ökocat Natural Wood Long Hair Clumping Litter  
• ökocat Natural Wood Pine Litter  
• ökocat Natural Paper Dust-Free Litter  



Not your average litter, Not your average cat…On behalf of ökocat™ and 
unique cats everywhere, Rufus the Cat is an advocate to needs and desires. To learn 
more about ökocat™ and Rufus please visit www.okocat.com.  

ökocat™ is Nature’s gift to you and your cat.  

### 

About Healthy Pet 
 
Healthy Pet®, founded as Absorption Corp over 25 years ago, is a multi-category global pet product 
manufacturer and marketer dedicated to helping pets and their human families live active, happy and 
natural lives The company’s popular brands include the #1 brand of small animal bedding, CareFRESH®, 
as well as ökocat, Critter Care® andPuppy Go Potty®. For more information please visit: www.healthy-
pet.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


